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Abstract
Subspace projection techniques are known to be susceptible to the presence of partial occlusions in the image data. To overcome this susceptibility, we present in
this paper a confidence weighting scheme that assigns
weights to pixels according to a measure, which quantifies the confidence that the pixel in question represents
an outlier. With this procedure the impact of the occluded pixels on the subspace representation is reduced
and robustness to partial occlusions is obtained. Next,
the confidence weighting concept is improved by a local procedure for the estimation of the subspace representation. Both the global weighting approach and the
local estimation procedure are assessed in face recognition experiments on the AR database, where encouraging results are obtained with partially occluded facial
images.

1. Introduction
Subspace projection techniques, such as PCA [11],
or LDA [2], are among the most popular face recognition techniques found in the literature. Their popularity is fueled by their computational simplicity and evidenced by the vast number of studies addressing issues
related to subspace-based face recognition. Despite the
enormous research effort that is being directed towards
subspace projection techniques by the academic community, some issues relating largely to robust recognition from partially occluded face images still pose great
challenges to the existing methods. It should be noted
that we do not imply that partial occlusion of the facial
area is the only open issue in face recognition. However, next to pose, expression, lighting and aging effects, it represents one of the major factors affecting the
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performance of the existing face recognition technology.
The susceptibility of subspace projection techniques
to partial occlusion is the consequence of the occluded
pixels, which, from the statistical point of view, represent outliers in the image data. As such, they affect the projection step of the subspace methods and
produce subspace representations which differ significantly from the subspace representation of unoccluded
images of the same subject. Or in other word, the occluded pixels induce variability to the computed subspace representation, which is the consequence of the
image characteristics rather than identity. An extreme
case of the effect of outliers on the subspace representation was presented in [3], where it was shown that a
single outlying pixel can affect the subspace representation of an image to an arbitrarily large extent.
To overcome this susceptibility researchers have proposed several modifications to the established subspace
projection techniques. Leonardis and Bishof [7], for example, proposed an alternative procedure for the estimation of subspace coefficients in the PCA subspace
using a sub-sampling procedure combined with a hypothesis and test paradigm. With this approach, first
a number of coefficient-hypotheses is generated using
only subsets of all image pixels, and then the most probable hypothesis is selected based on the minimum description length principle. Since only a subset of all image pixels is used for the generation of each hypothesis,
the approach exhibits robustness to occlusions present
in the image data. The described (PCA-based) subsampling approach was later extended for use with a
number of discriminative methods by Fidler et. al [5],
allowing for a robust estimation of the subspace coefficients of discriminative techniques as well.
Edwards and Murase [4] introduced a modification
of the PCA technique, where robustness to partial occlusion was achieved by excluding all image pixels
from the subspace projection that constituted occluded
image areas. They developed an (coarse-to-fine) adap-

tive masking concept that enabled a robust calculation
of the subspace representation. More recently, a similar idea was also presented by Jia and Martinez in [6]
and successfully applied to the problem of robust face
recognition in the presence of partial occlusions.
Wright et al. [12] tackled the problem of subspacebased face recognition from partially occluded images
with the theory of sparse representations. Here, the authors modeled the image occlusions as a spatially sparse
error, which is efficiently estimated together with the
sparse subspace representation via the minimization of
a L1 -norm-penalized cost function. The sparse representation based approach resulted in state-of-the-art
recognition results with partially occluded face images.
The confidence weighting concept presented in this
paper is applicable to all linear subspace projection
techniques and makes no assumptions regarding the
characteristics of the projection basis as, for example,
the sub-sampling techniques presented in [7] or [5],
which exploit the reconstructive capabilities of the employed subspace method. To a certain extent our approach bears similarities with the approach of Edwards
and Murase [4]; however, instead of simply excluding image pixels that constitute occluded image areas
(i.e., masking the image with a binary mask), it weights
each image pixel according to a confidence measure that
quantifies the confidence that the pixel in question represents an outlier. By doing so, it reduces (or eliminates) the impact of the occluded pixels on the subspace representation of the given face image and adds
robustness to partial occlusions of the underlying subspace projection technique. To further improve the basic confidence weighting paradigm, we also present a
local technique for the estimation of the subspace representations, which can again be applied to any existing
subspace projection technique.
The feasibility of the proposed confidence weighting in local coefficient estimation paradigms for face
recognition is assessed with three established subspace
methods, namely, PCA, ICA, and LDA. The results of
the experiments performed on the AR database [9] suggest that all three evaluated techniques in combination
with the proposed modifications are capable of matching and in some cases even surpassing the performance
of the state-of-the-art techniques for robust face recognition from the literature.

2. Confidence weighted subspace methods
2.1. Classical subspace techniques
Let X ∈ Rd×n denote a data matrix containing in its
columns n centered (i.e., global-mean subtracted) training images (in vector form) each comprising d pixel

values, i.e., X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ]. Subspace projection
techniques try to represent each of the training images
xi ∈ Rd (for i = 1, 2, ..., n) as a linear combination
of d′ ≪ d vectors wj (for j = 1, 2, ..., d′ ) spanning
a d′ -dimensional subspace. In matrix form this can be
formally written as follows:
(1)

X = WY,
′

where the matrix W = [w1 , w2 , ..., wd′ ] ∈ Rd×d contains in its columns d′ vectors defining the given sub′
space and Y = [y1T , y2T , ..., ynT ]T ∈ Rd ×n denotes
the coefficient-vector-matrix, which in its rows contains
the low-dimensional subspace representations of the n
training images.
A visual example of the basic concept of subspace
projection techniques is shown in Fig. 1. Note that the
centered face image is represented as a linear combination of some canonical vectors, which, when shown in
image form, often resemble faces.

Figure 1. Concept of subspace methods
Let us now assume that we have successfully computed a subspace W and we want to estimate the subspace representation of a centered test image xt ∈ Rd
that was not included in the training set. The general expression for computing the low-dimensional representation of the test image xt reads as follows:
yt = (WT W)−1 WT xt ,

(2)

which, in case of mutually orthogonal column vectors
in W, is reduced to:
yt = W T xt .

(3)
′

Here, T denotes the transpose operator and yt ∈ Rd
stands for the coefficient vector corresponding to the
test image xt .

2.2. The confidence weighted approach
To overcome the susceptibility of subspace projection techniques to partial occlusion, we here propose
a confidence-based weighting scheme, which reduces
the impact of the occluded pixels, i.e., the statistical
outliers, on the estimated subspace representation, i.e.,
the coefficient vector1 . While the concept of pixel
1 Recall that it was shown in [3] that even a single outlying pixel
value can affect the subspace representation of an image to an arbitrarily large extent

Figure 2. The basic concept of confidence weighted subspace projection techniques
weighting is not novel (see, for example, [3]), its use
so far was (to the best of our knowledge) limited only
to the subspace creation step. In this section, we extend the weighting concept to robust coefficient-vectorestimation and present the advantages of such a scheme.
Let xt denote a centered test image (containing occlusions), for which we want to compute the subspace
representation. If we characterize each pixel in the test
image using a confidence measure that takes values near
one for valid pixels and values near zero for pixels that
represent statistical outliers, then we can define a novel
′
test image x′t and a new subspace W′ ∈ Rd×d as follows:
x′t = c ⊙ xt ,
(4)
and
W′ = [c ⊙ w1 , c ⊙ w2 , ..., c ⊙ wd′ ],

(5)

where ⊙ denotes the Schur or Hadamard (i.e., elementwise) product, c ∈ Rd stands for the vector of confidence measures corresponding to the test image xt , and
the Schur products c ⊙ wi (for i = 1, 2, ..., d′ ) are normalized to unit length. If we arrange the confidence
measures in c into a diagonal confidence matrix C, i.e.,
C = diag([c1 , c2 , ..., cd ]) ∈ Rd×d , then Eq. (5) can be
rewritten as follows:
W′ = ⌊CW⌋L2 ,

(6)

where ⌊·⌋L2 denotes an operator that normalizes each
column of its argument to unit norm.
The confidence weighted subspace projection is then
performed using the following expression:
yt = (W′T W′ )−1 W′T x′t .

(7)

Note that even for initially orthogonal subspaces, such
as the PCA subspace, the confidence weighting results
in non-orthogonal subspace vectors comprising the matrix W′ . Thus, the general procedure for computing the
subspace representation (Eq. (2)) has to be used instead
of the simplified one given in Eq. (3).
A visualization of the presented confidence weighting concept is shown in Fig. 2. Here, the squares in
the lower right corner relate to the local approach presented in Section 3 and should be ignored at this stage.
We can see that the pixel values corresponding to outliers (i.e., the occluded pixels) are weighted with a confidence measure near zero in both the original image as

well as the subspace vectors. Hence, the effect of the
occluded pixels on the estimate of the subspace representation is reduced significantly. The theoretical justification for such weighting stems for the fact that the
linear combination must be true for every pixel. However, since the subspace representation is computed in
the least square sense (see Eq. (2)), it is susceptible to
outlying values. Thus, by weighting the outlying pixels
with a small weight, we obtain a better estimate of the
true subspace representation of the given image.

2.3. Outlier detection
To be able to apply the confidence weighting scheme
to the problem of face recognition, we require an outlier detection procedure, on the basis of which we can
derive a confidence measure quantifying the "outlyingness" of each image pixel. To this end, we turn to
the work of De la Torre and Black [3]. The authors
presented a PCA-based outlier detection procedure for
their robust subspace learning framework. From their
approach we can directly derive a measure of confidence for the validity of each image pixel. We define
the confidence vector c as follows:
c = 1d − f (σ),

(8)

where
σi = max(1.4826 · medΩ (|ei − medΩ (|ei |)|), σe ), (9)
and f (.) denotes a linear scaling procedure that maps
the values of its argument vector to the interval [0, 1],
1d denotes a d-dimensional vector of all ones, medΩ
stands for the median operator applied to the region Ω
around the i-th pixel, ei stands for the vector of PCA
reconstruction errors in the i-th pixels neighborhood
Ω (obtained with a PCA basis that preserved approximately 55% of the variance in the training data), σe
represents the median absolute deviation taken over the
entire image, and last but not least, σ ∈ Rd is defined
as σ = [σ1 , σ2 , ..., σd ]. Two examples of confidence
vectors computed from two images of the AR database
are shown in the second column of Fig. 3.

3. The local extension
The global confidence weighting approach presented
in the previous section should already result in enhanced recognition performance when compared to the

classical subspace methods. However, since face recognition is notorious for its lack of training data, the highconfidence pixels (which represent only a subset of all
image-pixels) may exhibit an insufficient correlation
with the training data and may still result in a poor estimation of the true subspace representation.
We overcome this problem by applying a local procedure for the estimation of the subspace representation of the given face image similarly as it was done by
Leonardis and Bishof for the case of PCA in [7]. Nevertheless, our approach differs from the one in [7], as
we rely on the concept of confidence weighting and are,
hence, not bound to any specific subspace method.
Let us assume that we have a confidence weighted
test face image x′t and in general a non-orthogonal confidence weighted subspace W′ . We estimate the subspace representation of x′t based on coefficient vectors
computed from local blocks of the image x′t , where the
number of pixels m in each block has to be larger than
the dimensionality of the subspace representation d′ .
An example of the image blocks used for computing
one estimate of the subspace representation is shown in
Fig. 2 - the lower right corners of the images.
With this local estimation procedure we generate k
initial hypotheses y1hi , y2hi , ..., ykhi for the subspace representation (i.e., coefficient vector) using image blocks
of different sizes and extracted from different locations.
We assign every hypothesis a confidence measure ρi
(i = 1, 2, ..., k), which represents the mean value of
the elements of c corresponding to the currently observed image block. Next, we order the hypotheses
according to their confidence and discard all hypotheses with a confidence ρi smaller than the median of the
hypothesis-confidence-vector ρt , i.e., we discard ρi if:
ρi < ρthresh = med(ρt ),

(10)

where ρt = [ρ1 , ρ2 , ..., ρk ]T .
In this way, we obtain a new set of p subspace representation hypotheses Yh = {yih , i = 1, 2, ..., p}, where
p < k. The final subspace representation ytf is ultimately computed as the median of the remaining hypotheses in Yh , i.e.,
(h)T

ytf = med([y1

(h)T

, y2

, ..., yp(h)T ]T ).

(11)

We can visually assess the appropriateness of our
proposed confidence weighting schemes using the PCA
subspace. Since PCA is best suited for data representation, we can use the subspace representation estimated
with our procedure and reconstruct the input images
with the original (un-weighted) subspace vectors. The
results tell us how good our estimate of the coefficient
vector is. An example of the reconstruction of two images from the AR database is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the

Figure 3. Effect of confidence weighting
first column represents the input images, the second column represents the confidence vectors and the third and
fourth columns depict the reconstructed images using
the presented global and local approaches, respectively.

4. Experiments and results
The proposed confidence weighting (CW) scheme is
assessed on the popular AR face database [9], which
contains more than 4000 facial images that correspond
to 126 subjects. Following the experimental setup of [8]
and [5], we select a subset of images corresponding to
50 subjects (25 males and 25 females), geometrically
normalize the images according to manually marked
eye coordinates and crop the facial region to the predefined size of 100 × 100 pixels. We select 300 training
images (6 per subject) depicting the neutral, smile and
anger expressions, to build our subspaces and use 200
images (4 per subject) for testing. The test images are
taken from the "scarves" (100 test images) and "glasses"
(100 images) subsets of the database.
We use the Pearson correlation for matching the
computed subspace representations to the mean subspace representations of the training images of each
subject. We implement three popular subspace projection techniques, i.e., PCA [11], ICA [1] and LDA
[2], and subject them to our global confidence weighting procedure and local estimation approach (denoted
as GCW and LCW, respectively). For comparison purposes we also provide results from other researchers. In
particular, we provide results for the ARG approach of
[10], the approach of Martinez in [8] - MAR, the technique of Fidler et al. [5] - FID, and the global and local
sparse representations of [12] - G-SRC and L-SRC.
The results of the experiments are presented in Table 1. Note that both the global and local CW schemes
significantly improve upon the baseline performance of
the un-weighted subspace projection techniques. While
the relative ranking of the subspace techniques with the
two proposed modifications remained the same as in the
case of un-weighted subspace methods for the majority
of experiments, there are, nevertheless, some points that

Table 1. Recognition rates for the challenging ”glasses” and ”scarves” subsets - AR database
Method

ARG [10]

MAR [8]

FID [5]

G-SRC [12]

L-SRC [12]

PCA

ICA

glasses
scarves

80.7%
85.2%

80.0%
82.0%

84.0%
93.0%

87.0%
59.5%

97.5%
93.5%

54.0%
41.0%

52.0%
47.0%

Method

LDA

GCW-PCA

GCW-ICA

GCW-LDA

LCW-PCA

LCW-ICA

LCW-LDA

glasses
scarves

61.0%
70.0%

86.0%
58.0%

85.0%
62.0%

92.0%
88.0%

85.0%
99.0%

79.0%
95.0%

89.0%
97.0%

require a more detailed discussion.
Note that all implemented subspace techniques combined with the global CW scheme perform better on the
“glasses” subset than on the “scarves” subset, while the
local CW approach ensures better recognition rates on
the “scarves” subset than on the “glasses” subset with
all three subspace techniques. This result can mainly
be ascribed to the fact that the global CW scheme uses
the entire (weighted) face image to compute its subspace representation, and, hence, performs better if less
pixels are occluded2 . The local scheme, on the other
hand, relies on local image blocks to compute the subspace representation, and, when doing so, adopts only
the blocks with the highest confidence for computation
(see Eq. (10)). Most of the outliers in the images of the
“glasses” subset are located in the eye-area, therefore,
the local approach focuses on the lower part of the face
during estimation of the subspace representation. However, as the face images are registered based on manually marked eye-coordinates, the lower face areas are
not aligned properly, introducing additional errors into
the process of estimating the true subspace representation. The result of this setting is a small drop in the
recognition performance of the local CW techniques on
the “glasses” subset and a significant increase on the
“scarves” subset, when compared to the global CW approaches. In any case, these results suggest that with
face images registered on the basis of eye and mouth
locations, the recognition rates for both proposed approaches could be even further improved upon.
Last but not least, let us take a look at the performance of our better performing method, i.e., the local
CW approach, in comparison with techniques from the
literature. We can notice that on the “scarves” subset,
the proposed technique results in a competitive performance, easily surpassing all state-of-the-art techniques
considered. On the “glasses” subset, however, our technique outperforms most methods from the literature, except for the L-SRC approach, whose performance could
only be matched with facial images registered on the ba2 Note that in the “glasses” subset approximately 20% of each image is occluded, while in the “scarves” subset the percentage of occluded pixels in an image can easily surpass 40%.

sis of eye as well as mouth locations.

5. Conclusion
We have presented a confidence weighting scheme
for subspace methods. The proposed scheme significantly improved the performance of the traditional subspace methods in the presence of partial occlusions.
When combined with a local procedure for the estimation of the subspace representation, the scheme resulted in a competitive performance when compared to
the state-of-the-art methods from the literature.
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